A **common noun** names a general person, place or thing.

examples: I went to the **city**.
          The **man** was kind.

A **proper noun** names a specific person, place, or thing. Always capitalize the first letter of a proper noun.

examples: I went to **San Francisco**.
          Mr. **Brown** was kind.

**Part 1:** Underline the common nouns with a blue crayon.
Underline the proper nouns with a red crayon.

1. The house is on Main Street. (1 common, 1 proper)
2. Karen played with her sister. (1 common, 1 proper)
3. Fran went to Furry Friends Pet Shop. (2 proper)
4. There were no yellow markers in the box. (2 common)
5. Have you ever eaten a cheeseburger at Burger Planet? (1 common, 1 proper)
Part 2: Write the word common next to each common noun. Re-write each proper noun correctly.

11. alice smith ________________________
12. carpenter ________________________
13. dog ________________________
14. max ________________________
15. book ________________________
16. mayberry library ________________________

Part 3: Write the proper noun for each common noun.

examples: author - E. B. White
singer - Carrie Underwood

21. book ________________________
22. country ________________________
23. school ________________________
24. holiday ________________________
25. athlete ________________________
A **common noun** names a general person, place or thing.

examples:  I went to the **city**.

The **man** was kind.

A **proper noun** names a specific person, place, or thing. Always capitalize the first letter of a proper noun.

examples:  I went to **San Francisco**.

**Mr. Brown** was kind.

**Part 1:** Underline the **common nouns** with a blue crayon. Underline the **proper nouns** with a red crayon.

1. The **house** is on Main Street. (1 common, 1 proper)
2. **Karen** played with her sister. (1 common, 1 proper)
3. **Fran** went to Furry **Friends Pet Shop**. (2 proper)
4. **P**

5. **R**

6. **E**

7. **V**

8. **E**

9. There were no yellow **markers** in the **box**. (2 common)
10. Have you ever eaten a **cheeseburger** at **Burger Planet**? (1 common, 1 proper)
ANSWER KEY

Part 2: Write the word common next to each common noun. Re-write each proper noun correctly.

11. alice smith Alice Smith
12. carpenter common
13. dog common
14. max Max
15. book common

Part 3: Write the proper noun for each common noun.

examples: author - E. B. White
          singer - Carrie Underwood

ANSWER WILL VARY. SAMPLE ANSWERS GIVEN.

21. book Flat Stanley
22. country Canada
23. school Maple Road Elementary
24. holiday Christmas
25. athlete Tom Brady